
    Which Brand Of A Basketball Goes Higher?



Introductions/Research
Much information can be found of the basketball height bounce and the material price.

He is using a sport ball to see which one bounces the highest.He is testing the size 
of the ball.He is using a basketball to see how high it bounces in the air.He also played 
basketball and wondered how high it goes.His hypothesis is tennis ball. (Please see 
reference slide) They are comparing the price of the ball to a cheap and expensive 
one.And his hypothesis is the expensive basketball.He also said that the expensive ball 
is better. He buys a cheap one and expensive one(Please see reference slide) As 
stated on the verywellfit website, “Basketball. Spalding is known for their high-quality, 
durable basketballs, and their Zi/O model is no exception.(Please see reference slide)  
As stated on the sports answers website,”I think spalding can't do a better job”. (Please 
see reference slide)



Question/Problem
In this experiment I will be testing to see if the brand of a basketball affects how 
high it bounces. I will be testing two different brands of basketballs that have very 
different price points. 

Statement Of The Problem
What is the problem in this experiment? I want to do this experiment 
because I always wanted to know which price and brand of a basketball 
bounces the highest. I think this information in my experiment is to know 
when you're buying a basketball you will know which brand and price of 
the basketball bounces the highest. Which Basketball goes the highest?



Hypothesis/ Predictions

 I hypothesize that the brand of basketball that is going to 
bounce the highest will be the Spalding NBA Basketball. I think 
it will bounce the highest because research states that the 
Spalding Basketball has better material and it is more 
expensive.



Materials

● Samsung 20 FE for pictures and recording
● And1- $20 dollar Basketball 28.5" Weight 20 oz  Psi 8.0
● Spalding NBA- $40 dollar Basketball 28.5" Weight 20 oz Psi 8.0
● Science Fair Logbook 
● HP Chromebook 14- for data charting and graphing
● Concrete platform- testing surface
● 1 Volunteer to operate the camera
●  Retractable measuring tape Brand Ace
● Camera app on the cell phone
● Balcony/Shelf 4 Feet to drop the ball on the floor.
● Pressure Gauge Brand Ace
● Sunny Weather



Procedures

1. Get on the 4 feet shelf/balcony and get both of the basketballs.
2. Put on the camera app from the cell phone and put on slow motion mode and you need a 

helper to hold the phone.
3. Go on the shelf  and drop the $20 And1 basketball on the concrete platform
4. Record the basketball when it drops 
5. Look at the video and then see how high it went in inches
6. Repeat your steps with the $40 Spalding basketball 
7. See data of what you got and measure which one goes higher
8. Repeat data your steps 10 times on each basketball
9. Put all your data in the logbook from the chromebook

Variables
● Independent-The brand of the 

basketball
● Dependent-The bounce of the 

basketball
● Control-Weather,PSI,Si



Results and Data

The data and results told me that after averaging my 10 trails 
the AND1 Basketball bounces the highest th the Spalding 
Basketball the average of the Spalding Basketball was 24.1 
inches and the AND1 Basketball was 28.2 inches.



Results: Data Graph



Results: Data Graph



Results: Data Table
Trials  And1 Basketball- $20 

28.5” 
Spalding Nba 
Basketball- $20 28.5” 

            Trials 1 39.5 22.2

            Trials 2 33.4 18.6

            Trials 3 12.6 27.8

            Trials 4 34.1 24.6

            Trials 5 33.8 17.9

            Trials 6 20.1 28.9

            Trials 7 40.7 24.0

            Trials 8 31.6 38.6

            Trials 9 25.1 18.7

            Trials 10 11.9 20.4

           Average 28.2 24.1



Conclusion
My hypothesis for this science experiment was contradicted. 
The experiment worked because I know which ball bounces 
the highest. My experiment was successful because you can 
get a lower price brand of a basketball with a higher bounce 
then a higher price brand basketball. The results proved that 
the AND1 basketball brand bounced higher than the Spalding 
NBA brand.  What I want to do for my future experiment is to 
see which brand of dog food the dog likes the most. What I 
would do differently is a larger sample size because I will 
know which one out of a lot of brands will go the highest.



Implications and Ideas for Future Research…

What I would do differently is a larger sample size, meaning a lot more 
brands of balls.  This way I would know which one out all the brands will 
go the highest which would help me with better ball control.
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